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Ref'No'NIRT/Stores/B&ME/AMC/LN 2 cryogenic containers,/HIV/AIDS
Depart

ment/2021-22

Date: l5-11-2021

ENOUIRY

sub:

euotations for AMC of LN 2 cryogenic containers reg.
*rr:t**
Sealed quotations are invited for undertaking Annual
Maintenance contract (AMC) for the
LN 2 Cryogenic containers which are installed and functioning
in HIV/AIDS Department at NIRT,
Chennai' for the yeat 2022 2023. The last date for receiving
these quotations is 06.12,2021. A
bridf profile of your company and'reference of your existing
clients with documents of undertaking
such job with any reputed firms may also be enclosed.
The above mentioned equipment can be
inspected at NIRT chennai on any working days between
10.00

A.M to 4.00 p.M by your authorized

service personnel before the last date of submission of tender.
The details are available in the NIRT
website www. nirt. res. in
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ofwork:

insulation by controlled heatiug.
Permanent sealing of vacuum.

level accompanied by conditioning of super

Shut ofvalves' pressure gauges and reliefvalve should be calibrated
and certified by the

service provider with validity period.

Mode of Service:

{'
*
*
*

The service provider should have their workshop in Tamil Nadu (preferably
nearby
Chennai).
The service provider must be qualified and trained to able to attend
the maintenance
services either at NIRT or the workshop of the service provider.
Upon notification by the competent authority any breakdown/service
issue, it should be
sorted out within 24 hours.
To and fro charges for cylinder transportation should be covered in
AMC chargds.
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In case the cylinders are taken for maintenance services
at the service provider place, the
cylinders should be returned within 2 weeks, time at NIRT.
* The service provider should be able to_provide ,pur.
(50 -100 Liters capacity)
"ylinders
with provision of automatic transfer of LN2 to the main
LN2 storage system if the return
delivery is delayed more than 2 weeks, time.
* on receipt of cylinders at the time of retuming from the workshop, if any damages
is
noticed on the cylinders, the AMC charges will not
be made to the service provider.
NIRT will hand over the cylinders for maintenance service
only in u pha.ed manner as
"!'
need backup cylindgrs for filling of Ln2 main storage
sysrem.
t..,
ItRT may
ii' Kepalrs
only be carried out using compatible spare parts, materials
and pressure rated
components within the scope of the original design of
cryogenic cylinders.
{' The service provider should give one year waffanty for the evacuation of the cryogenic
vessels from the date of delivery and holding uu.uurn
within appropriate limits and also for
any compatible spares replaced.
* The service provider should provide references or satisfactory end user reports from
their
clients.
* The AMC should cover 04 quarterly visits per year and unlimited breakdown visits
enable
to smooth and safe functioning of cryogenic cylinders.
Terms & Conditions

1'

The NIRT

office

reserves the right to accept or reject any or all applicants
without assigning

any reasons.

2'

Any decision taken by the Director, NIRT at

any

point of time in connection with this

process shall be final and conclusive and no claim
or dispute from any quarter in that regard
shall be entertained.

3'

Sealed quotation marked confidential and super scribed
as

AMC euotation for .,LN2

cryogenic containerso' must be dropped in the quotation box kept
at Administration
(Stores) section or can be sent through speed post
/ courier addressed to The Administrative
officer (Stores), National Institute for Research in Tuberculosis,

ICMR, No.l Mayor

Sathyamoorthy road, chetpet, chennai-31so as to reach latest
The last date may be extended subject to requirement.

4'

5'

No advance payment will be made before executing the
contract. The payment will be made
on rendering the services in two instalments one during
first half of the year and the other
on completion of one year with satisfactorily report of end
users.

NIRT, Chennai will not be responsible for any delay or late receipt
of quotations and the
same

will not be considered

under any circumstances.
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No extra payment will be made on account oftransportation,
handling, loading, unloading,
labour charges etc,

while submitting the quotations the rate against

each work and net amount to be paid, GST

etc. should be specified separately.
8.

9.

The institute is eligible to obtain concessional
GST at the rate of 5o/o asper notification
no'45/2017 - cenhal Tax (Rate) r.w.T.N.G.o(MS)
No.l6 r:47/2017-integrated Tax (Rate)
dated 14.1 l.20lT which will be issued in case invoice
with 5%GST in raised.
In case any discrepancy /breach in service contract is
noticed during the period of AMC
the loss will be ascertained and is liable to the recovered.
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